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Juniper Academic Alliance
Accelerating Transformation in
Education!
We are excited to bring another edition of JNCAA
Newsletter. JNCAA delivering such dynamic and cuttingedge skills is made possible through powerful
partnerships with equally dynamic institutions who share
our vision. We are happy to report that our program is
attracting new members all the time.
Check out Juniper Training & Certification portal to keep
up to date.
We want our university members and participating
students to experience an ever-evolving program and
we have some exciting new developments to share with
you around this topic. In this newsletter we will also be
shining a light on EMEA highlights.

Innovative Academic
Partnership Established with
JNCAA to Prepare Students in
Networking Space
Established in 2007, University of Suffolk is a public
university situated in England. The university was
founded as a unique
collaboration between
the University of East
Anglia and the University
of Essex.
First joined in year 2020, University of Suffolk is a
premium member of JNCAA, and has embarked on a
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new academic partnership. New University of Suffolk to
host state-of-the-art networking education lab funded
by Juniper Networks through JNCAA.
The University of Suffolk trains the next generation of BT
network engineers through its degree apprenticeship
programme. Students from the university will now have
the opportunity to benefit from a hands-on learning
experience, will be free to experiment and explore
different technical solutions within their own closed
environment in the brand-new DigiTech Centre. Juniper
Academic Alliance Program will also provide an
accredited pathway for certified training in networking,
cloud and automation technologies to enable students to
become the next generation of technicians once they
graduate. The first Suffolk students have already enrolled
on Juniper certification tracks.

JNCAA Insights: New Digital
Learning Experiences
Updated On-Demand Course. In August,

we have released an updated, On-Demand version of
Introduction to Junos Platform Automation and DevOps
(IJAUT) course. This self-paced, On-Demand course
provides students with introductory knowledge of how to
automate Junos using DevOps automation tools,
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protocols, and technologies. Students receive hands-on
experience with tools and languages relevant to
automating the Junos OS platform in a DevOps
environment. The course includes an introduction to the
basic DevOps practices, Junos APIs, and NETCONF. It
also focuses on using Python, Junos PyEZ, and the Junos
REST API to automate Junos. XML, JSON, and YAML are
introduced as these languages facilitate Junos
automation.
This course is the recommended training for the
updated Juniper Networks Certified Associate—DevOps
(JNCIA-DevOps) certification.

contact your regional Program Manager to discuss
options.

Learner in Spotlight

Why Take an On-Demand Course?
With On-Demand Training courses, you:
• Learn whenever and wherever it is convenient.
• Control the learning experience with auto-playing
micro-modules, variable playback speeds, and closed
captioning.
• Receive the same high-quality content as our
instructor-led courses.
• Perform hands-on labs in a real Junos-OS-powered
environment.
Speak to your Program Manager for more details and to
enroll in to IJAUT course.

On-Demand Labs. From the beginning of

October all students will benefit from 3 months of access
to our virtual lab environment on an on-demand basis.
This will replace the limited one-week access that is
currently in place. To harmonise our offering, we will also
grant access to the online course material for the same 3month period. The
new access
framework will
simplify the
registration process
for our university
members. Students
and faculty will know
that from the agreed
start date, they will
have access to all of
the material for 3
months. This will
promote a focused
learning experience
as students will have flexibility to use the labs for a longer
period of time.
This new on demand lab set up will benefit students who
are working through the labs at their own pace and not
as a whole class led by a teacher. If you are intending to
use the labs as a simultaneous group activity, please

After completing my post-graduate from the UNSW in
Information technology, I investigated what companies,
mainly related to networking products and services, want
from a prospective employee. I found that certifications
are the key to boost our learning and understanding of the
tools and subject matters that the industry use. In this
regard, I got the introduction to Juniper through its
learning portal. I followed the service provider certification
track due to my interest and some experience in
networking, security, and AI-based technologies. I
completed the JNCIA-JUNOS certification and quickly
learned the following: This certification is perfect for
beginners with intermediate networking knowledge, and
the course provides an understanding of the functionality
of the Juniper Networks JUNOS operating system with
hands-on labs, general routing concepts, and its policy and
firewall filters. It is easy to track and gain a voucher to do
a test exam; if you get the 70% in the test exam, you will
get a discount voucher to sit the final exam -- this is a very
exciting way to bridge the gap from University to Industry!
I keep continuously learning and up-skilling myself from
the Juniper learning portal. I found the curriculum for all
the courses are well-balanced and easy to follow. There is
a vast range of lessons we can look at according to our
career interests like on cloud, automation, DevOps
security, and design. Overall, JNCIA-JUNOS gives me
essential insights into Juniper’s place in the industry, how
Juniper operates and gives me troubleshooting skills that
motivate me to explore more. So, I am looking forward to
further gaining more skills through the Juniper university
program, thus, I can make a difference in my networking
career and deliver my learning at my best.
- Asha Karki

Graduate Resident Engineering , Juniper Networks
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We Want to Hear from You!
We value your feedback!

Want to share an idea about what you would like to see us do differently? Our team would LOVE to hear about how we
can better serve your needs in Q4 2021.
Feel free to send a message directly to jncaa@juniper.net.

Follow us on Social Media!
#JNCAA
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